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Definitions 2: Character Arcs and Plot Points 
 

 

What is a Character Arc? 

 

Simply put, a Character Arc charts the internal changes of the protagonist throughout the action 

of a story as she tries to achieve her goal. Like the (external) Plot, this internal change can be 

charted, because each decision the protagonist makes impacts on her failure or success in 

achieving that one crucial goal. 

 

Possible outcomes for a Character Arc include: 

 

1. The protagonist confronts her emotional fears, conquers her limitations, and thus achieves a 

positive change.  

 

2. The negative—or Tragic Arc—in which, in the end, the “old tapes” are too powerful for the 

protagonist to effect sustainable change. This is often referred to as a Fatal Flaw—in other 

words, the character doesn’t learn—or is unable to learn—from her experience and thus does not 

grow or achieve her goal. 

 

A third possibility exists. 3. The protagonist who doesn’t change because he is already good. 

These characters, like James Bond, tend to be two dimensional. 

 

Romance stories are, of course, concerned with a positive outcome and reward = the classic 

Happily Ever After (HEA) ending of romance stories. Thus, the protagonist, despite hesitation or 

outright reluctance to embark on the Journey, evolves into a better person than she was way back 

on page 1. This is generally achieved through some sacrifice on her part—no pain, no gain. 

 

Non-romance stories have a similar positive arc, just different rewards. Young Adult/New Adult 

genres have protagonists for whom the reward at the end of the Journey is a coming of 

age/entering adulthood and an acceptance of the responsibilities of this newfound maturity. 

 

What is a Plot Point?  

 

A Plot Point is a linear advancement of the events—the action—of your story. As Alicia Rasley 

defines it, “where the protagonist interacts, makes decisions, confronts an obstacle, investigates, 

enlists an ally, makes and enemy, gives into temptation, searches for something missing, breaks 

the rules...some action that manifests the protagonist’s personality and purpose.” (From Plotting 

without Fears, 1998) 

 

For example:  In Chapter One of Body Art, Cass McCarthy attends the Urban Life exhibit at her 

friend’s Toronto art gallery. 
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What is a Turning Point?  

 

A Turning Point also advances the plot, but it does so by suddenly turning your story in a new 

and unexpected direction. 

 

For example– Denim and Lace might be a short story, but I have two scene breaks. At the start of 

the second scene Margot and Ben arrive at his trailer…only to be interrupted by Ben’s roommate 

crashing through the door. [This interruption is, obviously, going to take the story in a different 

and unexpected direction.] 
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